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Drum Earrings
Peyote/Brick Stitch

ERP-298

Bead count listed after color description. 
190 beads equal approximately 1 gram

Colors listed for both a Christmas Drum or Band Drum.

Cut and wax a section of white, size “O” or “B” Nymo® thread approximately 
1-1/2 yards for each earring.

Begin pattern at the Base Row * marked at the bottom of the pattern. Start by 
placing the first two beads of Base Row approximately 1/2 of the way in on the 
thread. This will allow enough thread for each half of the pattern. 

Completed the Base Row(21 beads).  Run the needle through the last two beads 
of Base Row (DB 221) to reinforce.  If the earrings are supposed to face 
opposite directions, this is the time to check for this.  Pick up (1) Crystal or any 
trim bead that goes with the colors used in the design, (4) DB 221 beads that 
make up the loop for the ear wire along with the ear wire.  Run the needle down 
through the trim bead and through the opposite side of DB 221.  Repeat to 
reinforce.

Complete first half of the pattern.  Attach needle to other end of thread and 
complete other half of the pattern. Weave in thread, tie off and cut.  

*

*

DB 31 Bright Gold (138)
DB 148 Silver Lined Christmas Green (54)
DB 221 Gilt Lined White Opal (150)
DB 602 Silver Lined Red (112)

 4 mm Clear  Swarovski Crystal (2)
 (Optional)

Christmas Drum Suggested Colors

DB 45 Silver Lined Orange (204)
DB 144 Silver Lined Amber(138)
DB 149 Silver Lined Dark Aqua(62)
DB 221 Gilt Lined White Opal (150)

 4 mm Clear  Swarovski Crystal (2)
 (Optional)

Band Drum Suggested Colors
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